MTE VERIFICATION

Buy Myanmar
timber with
peace of mind
Best possible assurance of
legality for Myanmar timber
products

The MTE Verification Service

Evolving regulatory requirements and the
challenge of obtaining verifiable supply

 Maximum possible level of
evidence to support your
due diligence.

chain documentation can make trading in
Myanmar timber products daunting. Third
party independent verification from
DoubleHelix is a solution that supports

 Verification of supply chain
from harvest area to export of
product from Yangon.

and enhances your due diligence efforts.
DoubleHelix verifies that the maximum
level of evidence is available for every

 Engagement with regulatory
enforcement authorities
directly on your behalf.
 Extensive contact network
in Myanmar and S.E. Asia.

shipment you buy. This includes
information relating to area of harvest,
transport of logs, purchase from
Myanmar Timber Enterprise (MTE), and
export from Yangon.
We have a good understanding of both

 Pay-as-you-go pricing model.

the legal requirements and industry
environment in Myanmar. This enables us
to collect and verify the substantial
amount of documentation along the
supply chain back to point of harvest
from a managed forest concession.

MTE VERIFICATION

We verify

How we support your due diligence

 Legal license and registration of all entities

 Comprehensive risk assessment of each

in the supply chain.

supply chain, to identify exposure to risk

 Legal transport of logs from forest to mill.

and recommended mitigation measures.

 Legal purchase of logs from MTE.

This process ensures we can provide

 Legal trade of timber between all entities

transparency of harvest and trade for all

in the supply chain.
 Legal export of products from Myanmar.

verified products.
 Onsite assessments to collect and verify

DoubleHelix is strategically located in

license, trade and transport documentation

Southeast Asia and has developed a strong

for each manufacturing entity. A report is

network within Myanmar that ensures we are

provided at the end of the site assessment.

up to date with trade and regulatory
developments.

 Traceability dockets are issued for every
shipment of verified product exported. The
dockets state that the shipment has been
verified by DoubleHelix and full

Benefits you enjoy

 Confidence
Each shipment is traceable back to specific
batches of logs purchased from MTE from
identified harvest areas. Each shipment comes
with a traceability docket.

documentation is available to authorities
on request.
 On request by regulatory enforcement
authorities, DoubleHelix compiles a
detailed verification report specific to the
verified shipment.

 Transparency
DoubleHelix reports clearly present and
explain information about the entire supply

Pay as you go

chain. Legality documents are provided,

Our pricing consists of a small fee to cover

together with an explanation of the purpose

the costs of the initial risk assessment and

and meaning of each document.

site visits. Subsequent verification fees are

Full reports are only available on request by

charged per unit of product verified.

Competent Authorities to maintain

This means you pay as you buy, with lower

confidentiality.

pricing available at higher volumes.

 Simplicity
No action is required by you. DoubleHelix
engages directly with Competent Authorities
and provides all necessary information.

To find out more, contact:

 +65 6227 9706
 info@doublehelixtracking.com

